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Outskirts Press, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 198 x 127 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Knee-buckling, LOL funny - OptimRuss
Prime the Comedy Collection of Russ Valiga .and then some - is
the hilarious new second effort from the mind that brought you
The Science of Racism and Everything Else the Progressive Left
doesn t want you to know. Be the life of the party with this
cream of the crop collection of jokes, insults, comebacks, oneliners, crazy stories, and miscellaneous madness collected and
created over a span of nearly half a century. Here s what you ll
get - Part One: The Monologue - consisting of an opening
monologue followed by Random Thoughts, I Remember
America, and Put-Downs and Comebacks. Part Two:
Miscellaneous Madness - consisting of Words of Wisdom, Football
vs Soccer, Wiki Leaks, Obama Names, (hilarious and true) Car
Insurance Claims, (original) Poetry (actually haikus and
limericks), and Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer - as re-invented
in smut-latin. Part Three is Good Ol Ethnic and Racial Jokes
(practically a lost art form) you get ( only the best) Redneck and
Hillbilly jokes followed by Jews, Italians, Pollacks, the Irish,
Greeks,...
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R eviews
An extremely amazing book with lucid and perfect reasons. It is actually writter in easy words and phrases and never
confusing. Your life period will likely be transform the instant you full looking over this ebook.
-- Tr a cy K eeling
This publication can be worth a read through, and far better than other. It normally will not charge too much. Your
life period will likely be enhance as soon as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Joyce B oyle
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